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Hope this finds you relaxing by your pond, enjoying a cool drink and finding pleasure in just watching your fin-
ned friends playing tag, foraging for food or simply hanging out. You need to do this for you and for your fish.  
 
Why? Your fish are your pond guy/gal. They will tell you when something is just not right with your pond. And 
guess what? They are never wrong. 
 
Today I’d like to draw on James P. Reilly’s column in the last KOI USA and help you learn Koispeak.  If you 
learn to speak fluently, you can get back to just sittn’ and enjoying a cool drink by the pond. 
 
So, in this article we’re going to look at what your fish are telling you through their Behavior.  
 
It’s Koispeak you need to become familiar with. 
 
     Flashing or breaching: Just like us, koi itch; and, just like us koi scratch. A koi here, a koi there scratch-

ing infrequently or seeing this at din-din time is pretty normal. It’s when a Koi does this several times a day 
or if a number of fish in your pond are flashing. 
 
What you’ll see: One or more koi will be swimming along and will lie over sideways “flashing” its under-
side. Breaching is a bit more worrisome when seen. Here the Koi starts thrashing its head, goes at top 
speed and shoot through the surface of the pond and then does a belly flop on its way back down. 
 
What to do: Salt your pond to 0.3 % @ 0.1 % a day and maintain that level until you know what you’re 
dealing with. Increase aeration. As always the first thing you want to do is to check your water chemistry 
(ammonia, nitrites, nitrates, pH and O2). Then do a skin and gill scrape, or get a KHA to do one for you. 

 
     Piping: Just like we take a deep breath periodically, a koi will come to the surface and take a gulp of air. 

It’s when a Koi does this for an extended period of time that the Koi is telling you “all is not right.” 
 
What you’ll see: One or more Koi will hang at the surface, generally in a head up posture, either appear-
ing to cough or gasping for air for an extended period of time.  

 

 
 

What to do: Stop feeding until you know the cause and use spray bars or air stones to maximize aera 
(Continued on page 5) 

Warning: 
If the gill plates are hanging open, the fish is in acute distress and needs immediate intervention to 
survive. 
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tion. Then, get out the water test kit (ammonia, nitrite, chlorine, pH). Do skin and especially a gill 
scrape. 

 
     Too slow/too fast gill rate- Koi open and close the gill plate at a slow and steady rate of 60 a minute. 

 
What you’ll see: Abnormally fast gill rate, with gill plates not opening as widely as normal. Long, labored 
irregular gill plate movement (sometimes they appear to have the hiccups).  
 
What to do: Maximize aeration with spray bars or air stones. Test water (ammonia and nitrite). Do gill 
scrape.  
 

       Head or tail ‘standing’ - Koi normally maintain a parallel orientation with the pond surface or pond floor.  
 
What you’ll see: One or more koi are swimming either up or down at a 45 degree angle to the surface for 
extended periods of time.  
 
What to do: Increase water circulation and maximize aeration with spray bars or air stones. See if re-
solves over a couple of hours. If not, stop feeding and check water quality (CO2, heavy metals, pesticide 
poisoning, over treatment with chemicals.) Do skin and gill scrape. 
 

     Isolating: Koi are social animals and enjoy schooling with their mates. 
 
What you’ll see: Generally, this behavior is limited to one or two Koi. If it continues for more than 24 
hours the Koi is telling you something. 
 
What to do: Do a thorough exam, including skin and gill scrapes.  
 

      Lethargic: Koi are active little guys and gals; and, except when sleeping, are always on the move explor-
ing and foraging for food. 
 
What you’ll see: Fins clamped to body and Koi lying 
listless on the bottom.  In extreme cases can even 
be caught by hand. It swims like it is exhausted.  
 

(Continued from page 4) 

(Continued on page 6) 

             Curious about Goldfish? 
               

                  Join  Goldfish Society of America 
                   Find out more about this hobby.                            

www.goldfishsociety.org 

Warning: 
Be careful with salt and warm weather. In combination they can be a killer. 
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What to do: Act deliberately. Pull the fish with 
a buddy to a treatment tank and maintain a 
pristine environment. Salt to 0.3 % at 0.1 % 
per day. Check water quality (especially for a 
pH crash) Complete and thorough examina-
tion; skin and gill scrape. 
 
Darting: Koi get excited and will move about at break 
neck speed, but that’s just exercise: 
 

What you’ll see: A Koi will zoom across the pond sometimes crashing into the pond wall. When it stops, 
it just swims in place trembling. 
 
What to do: Check water chemistry (ammonia, nitrites, pH). Consider the possibility of toxins in the water 
or over medication. 

 
      Convulsions- Are never seen in healthy Koi. 
 

What you’ll see: A Koi that darts,  sinks to the bottom and assumes a C-shape and contracts then re-
laxes its muscles.  
 
What to do: This is not often treatable as it generally points to brain damage. Consider over medication, 
toxins and or infection. 
 

      Sudden Death: Most (all) of a single species of fish die within a few hours to a day. 
Check water quality, Heavy Metals (Cu, Zn), Phenols, Dietary disorders. 
 

Next month we will extend this further and talk about changes you can see: 
 

Color changes 
Changes to body form 
Changes of body surface 

 
See you at the show. 

(Continued from page 5) 
 

Sultry and hot but 
such great fun at 
the Speed’s 
ponds. 
 
Yummy food and 

good 
friends ! 


